The Energizer® Solar Rechargeable 7-LED Lantern provides practical, portable lighting for areas where electricity is not available. The lantern may be unplugged from the Solar Panel so you can carry your light to wherever you need it. It provides 5 hours of bright light after charging in full sun for 5 hours. In addition, it has a low setting to use as a night light. Lasting for hundreds of solar charges, the rechargeable battery pack can be replaced making this an even more economical solution to meet your lighting needs.

**PRACTICAL**
- Transport lantern where light is needed
- Convenient handle for carrying or hanging
- Solar Panel still charges in cloudy weather

**ECONOMICAL**
- 5 hours of light with 5-hour solar charge under full sun
- Battery pack can be charged by the sun hundreds of times
- Replaceable battery pack

**BRIGHT**
- 360° area light
- Seven LEDs produce 80 lumens of light on high mode setting

**VERSATILE**
- Lightweight Solar Panel mounts using grommets, maximizing portability
- High mode for bright area light and low mode for night light

---

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

---

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.